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stores would stand, but vacillated more 'than three points

on each side of the pole, "it comiianded," says the captain,

the admiration of the whole crew, winning the confidence

of even the most timorous, to see how quickly. and readily
M'Culloch's steeling compass, recovered the vacillations

communicated to it by the motion of the ship and' the

shocks, ofthe sea, and how truly, in every brief interval of

rest, it pointed to the pole." It is further added, that on

the captains recommendation these compasses were tried

on board the Andromeda, commanded at the. time by
Prince William Henry, our late 'king; and so

,
satisfied was

the prince of the utility of the invention,, that he, too, be

came a strenuous advocate for their general introduction,

and testified. his regard for the.- ingenious inventor by ap

pointing him his compass-maker.. M'Oulloch, however, did.

not long survive the honor, dying a few years after; and

we have been unable. to trace with any degree of certainty
the further history ofhis improved. compass.. But, though

only imperfectly informed regarding his various inventions,

-and they are said. to have been many, and singularly

practical,-we are tolerably well acquainted with the story
of his early life; and,'. as it furnishes a striking illustration

of that instinct of genius, if we may-so express ourselves,

which leads the possessor to exactly the place in which his

services may be of most value. to the community, by ren

clci'ing him useless, and unhappy in every other,' we think

we cannot do better than' communicate it to the reader.

There stood, about forty years
.
ago, on the northern side

of the parish of Cromarty, an old farm-house,----one ofthose

low, 'long, dark-looking erections of turf and 'stone which

still' survive in the i'emoer districts Of 'Scotland, as if to

show. how little man 'may sometimes improve, in even a

civilized country, on -the first rude shelter which his ne
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